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The French Socialist of UE Parliament presents condolences to the victims
of Brussels blasts Attacks

Paris, Washington DC, Brussels, 22.03.2016, 16:38 Time

USPA NEWS - The French Socialist delegation in Parliament presents condolences to the victims of Brussels after the explosions
attacks that killed 34 people and 170 wounded in Zaventem Airport and "Maelbeek" Metro. Belgium raises terror threat level to
maximum. Security measures increased in European countries.

The attacks in January 2015 Charlie Hebdo attack the freedom of thought. Those of November in Paris and Saint-Denis to the
freedom to live. Those today at the Brussels airport and the metro station Maelbeek, targeting the European Union, freedom to come
and go in peace.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
We express to the families of victims, to those who were injured, the Belgian people, its politicians and emergency and security forces,
our compassion, our support, our solidarity in these difficult hours. Thank you for the messages and marks of attention to the
delegation: everyone is safe with us. Through these new massacres, the day after the attack in Bamako or Ankara, it is the Union that
is targeted because it is the Union. If we did not fully realize, this is proof that we are embarked on the same boat and that we must, of
intangible way, act in complete solidarity. In an unstable world, the EU is a force, it is our strength." official social Party delegation in
European Union
See article : THREE SIMULTANEOUS EXPLOSIONS HAVE KILLED 34 PEOPLE IN BRUSSELS AND 170 WOUNDED AT
ZAVENTEM AIRPORT & METRO MAAELBEEK
- See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-7455/three-simultaneous-explosions-have-killed-34-people-in-brussels-
and-170-wounded.html#sthash.tluax2wO.dpuf\

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-7459/the-french-socialist-of-ue-parliament-presents-condolences-to-the-victims.html
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